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This booklet aims to
provide an introduction
to the range of courses
that exist at HAverhill
Community Sixth Form.
Use the course
descriptions that appear
here as a starting point
for further discussion
with subject staff and
current students during
information evening. Staff
will be able to provide
you with more details
with regards to syllabus
content, assessment and
entry requirements.

Welcome to Haverhill Community SIxth
Form, where our aim is to deliver outstanding
provision in a school-based setting and to
ensure the highest academic success for all our
students. We provide the best of both Worlds:
the independence and flexibility you would
expect in a college with the support, guidance
and high-quality teaching you would expect
of a great school. We focus on developing
the independence, adaptability and resilience
you will need for the future, whether you are
entering University, going into employment or
undertaking high quality training courses.
As the newly appointed Head of Sixth Form
I am delighted to lead the team which will
ensure the future success of students from
Haverhill and beyond. Whether you attend
Samuel Ward Academy, Castle Manor
Academy or study further afield, we know
you can thrive as part of our community. Our
Sixth Form team take pride in offering pastoral
and academic care of the highest quality
and we use a wide range of interventions
should there be any concern around your
wellbeing or academic progress. You will have
many opportunities at Haverhill Community
Sixth Form; perhaps you will be elected to
one of our leadership positions, support
younger students, raise money for charities
and organise and run community events.
Choosing a Sixth Form requires consideration
but our track record of outstanding provision
has always ensured students are well prepared
to take on the challenges of the 21st Century.
We know that “the best way to predict the
future is to create it.” I look forward to building
a bright future with you.
Miss Hopkins

Head of Sixth Form
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Why I chose
Haverhill Community Sixth Form
Maisie Bott

How many subjects should I study?

Samuel Ward has
allowed me to take
part in so many extra
activities which has
really helped me to
increase my confidence.

Most students will study 3 A Level courses or
BTEC equivalents as their core offer. Some
students, typically those who achieved 9/8/7
grades at GCSE, will study four.

Pathways

When students enter the Sixth Form they
do so to build on their successes at GCSE,
further developing those areas that they
have shown are their strengths. With this
in mind our curriculum is designed along
three pathways, each designed to support
students in achieving the best possible
outcomes. All of our courses are Level 3
courses and offer progression routes to
employment, further study or university.
Any student who has not achieved a grade
4 in both English and Maths will be required
to work towards achieving this during their
Sixth Form studies. This is required by the
Department for Education.

I chose to attend Haverhill Community Sixth
Form as it meant I could carry on learning
with some of the same teachers that I had
at Samuel Ward and did not have to adjust

Why I chose
Haverhill Community Sixth Form
Alice Field-Rayner

to a completely new environment. Also, all
of my classes are small and so the teachers
can work with us individually. The school
has allowed me to study a further Maths A
Level and the Maths department has been
incredibly supportive of this.

I chose to stay at Haverhill Community Sixth
Form, after successfully completing my
GCSE’s with the support from the teachers,
who showed me how to stay determined and

The school has
allowed me to study
a further Maths A
Level and the Maths
department has been
incredibly supportive
of this.
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positive throughout my revision and exams.
After visiting other colleges I felt that they
didn’t have a homely feel about them
compared to HCSF and the teachers didn’t
appear to have the same passion about
the subjects that they were teaching.
Samuel Ward has allowed me to take part
in so many extra activities which has really
helped me to increase my confidence and
has helped me to enhance my future career
opportunities.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk

Choosing a Sixth Form Course

We know that the move to Sixth Form
study is a big step for students. Research
tells us that they thrive best and achieve
more if they feel secure and supported
in a community of learners they know,
but are also challenged to achieve their
potential. That is why years 12 and 13 have
their own purpose built accommodation
and resources, have tutors they know and
access their own leadership and support
programmes.
From this secure base they are challenged
by highly trained and skilled teachers,
and supported through engagement with
many external organisations, with further
opportunities arising from strong university
links with institutions such as the University
of East Anglia and Cambridge University.
A student’s decisions at this stage are
important. Success in their chosen courses
will determine the opportunities that are
open to them in the future. Students
should research courses well, ask questions,
then make their decision.

Pathway 1

This pathway offers some of the most
traditional academic subjects and is most
suited to students who have gained six

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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Enrichment

entrance requirements exist for those
subjects not studied at GCSE. All students
on this pathway must also have achieved
both English and Maths at grade 4 or higher.
As with Pathway 1, students who meet the
criteria for this pathway may select courses
which are all in Pathway 2, or study these in
combination with courses in Pathway 3.

Enrichment opportunities are an essential
part of a student’s development. That
is why we provide a wide programme of
extra curricular options including sports
and arts. There is a thriving Sixth Form
Committee and Sixth Form Leadership Team
that organises a large number of events
including a Ball, charity events and visits
and trips. Sixth Form students also play a
lead role in a number of key school events
including band nights, productions and
sporting competitions.

Pathway 3

The third pathway offers a predominately
BTEC route and is most suited to students
who wish to follow an applied or vocational
route to Level 3. Students need to have
achieved as a minimum, the equivalent of
four 4 grades at GCSE and either English or
Maths a 4 grade or higher. For non-BTEC
subjects, students must meet the specific
entry requirements for the courses.

Developing Tomorrow’s Leaders

Whether students decide to move on to
Higher Education or go straight into a
career after Year 13, employability skills are
essential.
More responsibility is expected and students
are encouraged to lead groups of lower
school pupils in tutor teams, sporting or art

Coursework
or more grades 9/8/7/6 at GCSE-including
their chosen subjects. This is because the
subjects within this pathway represent
the greatest academic challenge to
students. National data and school
experience has shown us that those
students who have an overall GCSE
profile below a grade 6 are unlikely to
be successful on these courses. We will
consider on an individual basis those
students whose profile does not exactly
match with these criteria.

Pathway 2

This pathway offers a traditional A level
route as well as offering other less
traditional Post 16 courses. This pathway is
suitable for students who have 6 grade or
higher in the A level subjects that they wish
to take forwards. Separate subject-specific
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Some, but not all the Level 3 courses
that we offer require students to
complete coursework. There are different
requirements for different subjects and it is
important that students know the deadlines
and subject specific requirements. There
are some general rules though that must
be applied, eg: all coursework should be
completed by the deadline. Staff must not
be requested to mark work that has been
submitted late.

Self study

All students should be spending about 40
hours per week on their studies. This is
equivalent to a ‘normal working week’. Some
students will do less and some will do more
~ and at the end of the year it will show.
Please remember that you have chosen to
be a full time professional student - do not
let things get in the way of your success.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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competitions for example. Students also play
a key role in the local community supporting
primary schools, voluntary groups and local
community partnerships.

Enterprise skills,
Community awareness
or Academic extension.
The 6Bacc contains both
optional and compulsory
units to enable you to
specialise or develop
those areas most
applicable to you.
The programme is not
designed to be onerous,
but to give you a
framework in which you
can develop those areas
that will help give you the
upper hand beyond the
Sixth Form.

Changing Courses

When a student is offered a place at
Sixth Form it is offered on the basis of
the courses they have applied for. Some
students find that in the time between
opting for their subject choices and the
start of the courses they have changed their
mind about what they would like to study.
If there is space on their preferred course,
and if they meet the entrance requirements
for the subject, it is often possible to
change courses, although they would need
to speak to Miss Hopkins Head of Sixth
Form, to do so. Once term has commenced,
the teaching of courses gets into swing very
quickly. Some students decide at this point
they would like to change course. In order
to swap once courses have commenced,

Work Experience
students will need to speak to their Sixth
Form tutor, and the subject teacher of both
courses. If there is space, again it may be
possible to accommodate changes on the
basis that the student make up the work
already missed. This would need to be
done within the first two weeks and with
the consent of Miss Hopkins.
Beyond this two week window it is not
advisable to change courses due to the work
already completed. But if there are issues
these should be brought to the attention of
the Sixth Form team.

6Bacc at Haverhill Community
Sixth Form

In addition to your studies we also expect
all students to complete the Haverhill
Community Sixth Form Baccalaureate
(6Bacc) during their time in the Sixth
Form. The 6Bacc helps you to develop
those skills valued by employers and
universities and that are not necessarily
covered by your academic curriculum,
such as developing Literacy for life,
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In addition to your programme of study all
students are expected to complete relevant
work experience during their time in the
Sixth Form. We will support you in arranging
this. Ideally work experience will take place
around your studies to avoid impacting on
your lessons.

Facilities
At Haverhill Community Sixth
Form we know students are all
individuals and need different
support and resources in
order to succeed. In our newly
refurbished study block Sixth
Form students enjoy exclusive
use of an ICT suite and a range
of dedicated study spaces.
Whether you like to study in
silence, in a quiet room, in a
group or in the Sixth Form cafe with your
friends, we have the facilities and support
you need. With a new £10 million building
opening for September 2019 you’ll find your
classrooms are also the best around.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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Students must select a minimum of three and a maximum of four
subjects from the options available.
Pathway one

Pathway two

Pathway three

This pathway is essential
for students wanting to
study Veterinary sciences,
Medicine or Dentistry
as well as many other
careers. Students must
achieve a grade 9/8/7
or 6 in the subjects that
they wish to study as well
as at least three other
subjects at grade 6 or
above. Students who meet
the criteria for pathway 1
may select courses from
all three pathways if they
wish.

This pathway is most
suited to those students
who have achieved grades
9/8/7 or 6 in the subjects
that with wish to study as
well as a grade 4 or higher
in English and Maths.
Students who meet the
requirements for pathway
2 may select courses from
either pathway 2 or 3 if
they wish.

The third pathway is most
suited to those students
who achieved mostly
grades 4 or 5 at GCSE
and/or prefer to focus
on a more vocational
programme of study.
Students should have
achieved either English
or Maths at grade 4 or
higher along with at least
three other subjects at
grade 4. Students who
have not achieved either
English or Maths at grade
4 will need to continue to
study towards this whilst
in the Sixth Form.

Our Pathways.
Although all of our courses are Level 3 courses

that you wish to study if they have been studied

that allow students to progress on to further

before in a related field. Most students following

study or employment, we know that there can

this pathway will have already achieved grades 4

be real differences in terms of the academic

or higher in both English and Maths and will be

demands of different subjects. Our overriding

looking to build on their success at GCSE in those

aim is to ensure that all of our students embark

areas where they have been most successful.

on programmes of study that they can and will

Students studying on this pathway are most

be successful on. In order to help this process

likely to have achieved grades 5 and above in all

our Pathways give students a good idea of what

or most of their subjects. Many of our students

their next studies could be and how likely they

will have achieved the very highest grades in

are to be successful on these types of course.

the subjects that they are opting for. Some

Obviously all students are unique and no system

students study subjects from both Pathway two

can tell us everything about a young person’s

and three depending on their interests and GCSE

abilities but using prior achievement data

performance.

from GCSE has helped us steer students in the
right directions. We will always look closely at
each student’s individual performance but the

Choose
one from
this row

A Level Maths
A level French

pathways help to give students an idea of which
A level Sociology
A level Art

BTEC Sport

courses will be most suitable.

Pathway one

Pathway one is the most traditional academic

Choose
one from
this row

pathway and experience and National data shows
A Level Chemistry

A level History
A level Photography

BTEC Health and Social Care

us that this is most suited to those students
who are achieving six or more GCSE grades at 6
or above. These grades are important not just
in the subjects that link most closely to the

Choose
one from
this row

A Level Further Maths

A level Geography
A level Film Studies
A Level PE

BTEC HSC Double Award
(must be selected with
single BTEC HSC)
BTEC ICT

potential A level choices, but a range of other
subject areas that may appear unrelated. Most
of our students on this pathway have all of their
subjects at grade 6 or above with many grades at
7 or 8. We know that these subjects are probably

Choose
one from
this row

A Level Biology

A level English Language
A level Drama

BTEC Business
BTEC Science

the most academically challenging and students
need to be able to draw on a wide range of skills,
which is why the entrance requirement looks
beyond just the subjects themselves. A student

Choose
one from
this row

A level Physics

A level English Literature
A level Psychology
A Level Music

who is interested in only one Pathway one
BTEC Public Services

subject needs to meet the requirement for this
pathway even if their other choices come from
Pathway two or three.

Any student who has not achieved a 4 grade or higher in either of English or Maths GCSEs must continue to work towards this as
part of their Sixth Form study programme. This will be taught in addition to the options above.
If you cannot find a suitable combination of subjects in the suggested pathways please speak to someone from the Sixth Form
management team to find a suitable solution.
We aim to run all courses described in this booklet - however in some cases provision of these
programmes is dependent on the recruitment of adequate student numbers and on staffing availability.
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Pathway three

Pathway three offers a vocational route where
students can achieve Level 3 by building on a
solid performance at GCSE. Students should have
achieved at least four grade 4s or above and
should have achieved either English or Maths
at grade 4. Any student who has not achieved

Pathway two

both will be required to study towards this

Pathway two offers a range of traditional A levels,

during their time in the Sixth Form. Many of our

but also other A level courses that cover a wider

students have achieved very highly at GCSE but

range of disciplines. Entrance to this pathway is

feel that the vocational route is best for them,

by achieving grades 6 or higher in the subjects

but this Pathway is also suitable for those with a
more mixed performance at GCSE.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

ART & DESIGN

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Entry onto the course will be dependent
on attaining a grade 5 or above in GCSE Art
(where possible).

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Williams

Exam Board
AQA

The Haverhill Community Sixth Form Art
and Design course follows the fine art
route which allows students to explore
a range of two or three dimensional
approaches to their studies including film,
textiles, painting, fashion, animation,
photography, sculpture and multi-media
experiences. This Art and Design course
can be taken discretely against other
subjects but also complements creative
subjects such as Media, English and
Photography.
All our staff are highly experienced and
practicing artists with a wide range of
specialist skills. They will regularly monitor
your work through group discussion and
individual assessment, both verbal and
written. As part of the Trust we will also
be working alongside the 3 other schools,
moderating your work and providing
examples of work to inform you of best
practice.
The Art Department also has strong
links with Anglia Ruskin University in
Cambridge and students will be able to
partake in their workshops and make
use of their facilities. Students will have
the opportunity to exhibit their work in
both local and national exhibitions in
conjunction with The Royal Society of
British Artists.
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Resources & Facilities

The Art Barn houses a studio style artist
environment with individual work spaces for
each student. We also have a photography
studio with PCs & Apple Macs for editing,
as well as lighting equipment for digital
and traditional photography. There is also
a darkroom for traditional photography
processing and printing. Film making and
animation makes use of the excellent media
facilities available.

Course Outline

The Art & Design course is designed to offer
students ways of developing the personal
skills and attributes needed to further their
careers in the arts and design industries.
With an emphasis on practical projects
you will benefit from our excellent studio
facilities for art, digital art, film making,
animation and photography as well as being
given regular opportunities to exhibit and
discuss your work with tutors and peers.

Where will it lead to?

Foundation course in Art & Design, or a
degree course. Students have gone on to
careers in Graphic Design, Product Design,
Fashion Design, Interior Design, Art and Art
Teaching. Many students from this course go
on to national and international careers in
the Creative Arts field.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

FILM STUDIES

“Learn how to create new media
products in a diverse, creative and
dynamic environment.”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

A minimum of a grade 6 in GCSE English
would normally be required.
(We may accept English 5 grade if the
candidate has an artistic track record).

1

2

3

Course Leader
Ms Burns

Exam Board

WJEC/EDUCAS
A Level Film Studies is a unique course that
combines academic theory and research
with practical, hands on elements. It has
close links with English, Sociology, Art, and
History. Film Studies offers learners the
opportunity to critically explore Film as a
form of mass communication and artistic
expression, and then carry out in-depth
studies of a range of film texts originating
from a variety of eras in history and
filmmakers from across the globe.
Any student thinking of taking A Level Film
Studies should have good written and
analytical skills combined with a certain
amount of creative flair. Some existing
knowledge of, or familiarity with, film is
essential, whether that is fascination with
a certain film genre, an interest in a film
movement, or a good eye for photography
of the moving image.

Course outline

A level Film consists of two exams
collectively worth 70% and one coursework
project worth 30%. Exam 1 introduces
learners to film history and film institutions,
and the ways in which filmmaking has
evolved.
Exam 2 introduces learners to the changing
world of film in the contemporary digital
world. Learners explore World Cinema,
as well as global films and filmmakers in
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relation to representation, film theories,
and artistic movements.
The coursework consists of independent
creation and evaluation of a short film
exploring genre and narrative, showcasing
learners’ creative skills and filmmaking
abilities.

Resources

The Film and Media Studies department
at Haverhill Community Sixth Form has
excellent facilities and is equipped with the
technical hardware and software necessary
to deliver the A level course effectively.
Practical work is focused on the moving
image, and a suite of Apple Macs loaded
with film editing software, including Final
Cut Pro and iMovie is available in the Media
Studies classroom. The department is
also equipped with HD video cameras and
industry standard tripods with stedi cam
and dolly attachments, as well as a large
green screen facility.
The classroom itself is fully equipped
with an HD projector, allowing widescreen
viewing of film for discussion and analysis.

Where will it lead to?

Careers that could be open to students
include: film production; screenwriting; film
research and many others.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

“If I have any message worth giving to a beginner
it is that there are no short cuts in photography” –
Edward Weston

PHOTOGRAPHY

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Entry onto the course will be dependent on
attaining a minimum of grade 6 in GCSE Art
or Photography (where possible) or similar
through the range of your other subject
grades.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Harwood

Exam Board
AQA

Photography will provide you with the
opportunity to work on a broad study of
photographic techniques and learn how to
experiment and take photographs in your
own personal style. This is an endorsed
course run by the AQA examining body and
you will learn both digital and darkroom
processes while investigating the artistic
and technical elements of photography.
The course also allows you to look at the
work of important photographers and study
their techniques with technical support
from experienced staff. You will develop
practical skills using a variety of film and
digital format cameras and learn lighting
techniques in our fully equipped studio.

Resources & Facilities

We have a Photography & Media suite
which enables you to access a studio
with lighting, and facilities for digital
photography including a selection of digital
cameras which can be used in school. There
is also a darkroom where black & white
35mm photography can be investigated.
We have access to software including the
Adobe Creative Suite including Photoshop,
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Illustrator and In Design.
For this course you will need access to a
digital camera of 4 mega pixels or greater
to ensure a high quality outcome, and the
ability to switch aperture & shutter priority.
A 35mm would be useful but can be
borrowed from the department. Although
the department does have a range of its
own digital cameras, your own camera will
give you the opportunity to work outside of
the school environment and practice the
skills you have learnt.

Course Outline

The full A level course is made up of a
coursework portfolio of projects, research
& techniques, an extended study with a
written component of no less than a 1000
words, and a final examination unit.

Where will it lead to?

Careers that could be open to students
include: Photographer, Wedding
Photographer, Photo Journalist,
Cinematographer, Forensic Photographer,
and others.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

DRAMA AND THEATRE STUDIES
Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE English, Grade 5 in GCSE
Drama and/or Performing Arts. Experience
of performing in productions in or outside
of school is useful but not essential.

PATHWAY
1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Russell

Section A, Live theatre evaluation. Students
will write a review of a theatre production
they have seen.
Section B, Realising a performance text.
Students will answer questions on an
unseen text from the perspective of a
designer.
Section C. Students will answer a question
based on two of the texts studied in
the second year. They will demonstrate
how their re-imagined concept will
communicate ideas to the audience.

Where will it lead to?

Exam Board
Edexcel

Drama is a very successful subject at
Haverhill Community Sixth form. Most
students achieve above the national average
for the subject and many go on to study
for degrees in Drama and Performing Arts.
The arts/entertainment sector is, in fact,
the third largest employment sector in this
country, and whilst only a few A Level Drama
students become actors, all benefit from
the confidence and socialisation skills much
valued in today’s workplaces.

Resources & Facilities

Year 1.
Section 1
Component 1 /Text Exploration.

Drama will give you confidence and
self-presentation, analytical skills, selfdiscipline and an ability to handle criticism.
These are crucial skills not just for Acting,
but for teaching, writing, producing,
directing, film making, and importantly
for employability at all levels of business,
industry and management.

Students will take part in the study of two
separate play texts and will explore this
through a range of Drama techniques.
Candidates will use detailed and well
researched influences from recognised
theatre practitioners to influence their
own work. A portfolio of evidence will
be collated consisting of detailed notes,
pictures, and research between 2500 – 3000
words.

We have a fully equipped Drama studio with
seating for an audience of 200. We make
frequent use of ICT and are equipped with
a studio lighting console, sound mixers,
video cameras and Apple Mac computers
for immediate playback of performances for
analysis. We also have a library of specialist
books and DVDs.

Section 2

Course Outline

Year 2.
Component 2 /Scripted performance.

A level in Drama and Theatre will be
assessed through a combination of a 40%
written exam and 60% Non-Examined
Assessment which will be examined by
your teacher and externally moderated.
Specifications require students to
demonstrate a practical understanding of:
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Component 3. Written performance.

Devised performance. Students will have
the opportunity to devise an original
piece of Drama based on a collection of
stimuli and influences from recognised
practitioners & Directors. A portfolio of the
‘realisation’ of the idea will be submitted
alongside of this.

Students will take part in a monologue or, a
duologue from an extract of an existing play.
Secondly, students will work in a group to
perform part of a section of a published
play. This component is externally
examined.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk

*Drama specifications are currently under
review, and the specific details regarding this
qualification may change before September 2016.
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A Level

MUSIC

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE English and Music OR Grade 5
on principal instrument and in Music Theory.
Experience of music within their previous
school and the wider community is desirable,
but a commitment to contribute to music more
widely at Samuel Ward Academy is essential.

1

2

3

Music at Haverhill Community Sixth Form is a combination
of rigorous, academic study and an enriching platform that
provides freedom of expression through our many well-received
productions and concerts throughout the year. We work in close
collaboration with the other creative arts in the school, producing
work of professional quality.

Course Leader
Mr Radford

Exam Board
Edexcel

Resources & Facilities

A wide range of instruments suitable for
classical, popular and world music. A suite
of PCs equipped with Sibelius 7 and a small
number of standalone iMacs equipped with
GarageBand and Logic Pro X. A wide range
of music technology including microphones
and sound mixers.

Course Outline

The course comprises a 2-hour, externally
assessed, written examination and two
practical, non-examined components
that are assessed by your teacher and
moderated externally.
Component 1: Performing (30%)
For this component, students have the
opportunity to give a public recital. They
can perform one or more pieces as either
a solo or as part of an ensemble, providing
the total duration is no less than 8 minutes.
Component 2: Composing (30%)
This component of the course allows
students to write two original pieces of
music, one of which is in response to a
given brief related to the areas of study in
component 3 and must be at least a minute
in duration. The other, free composition,
must be at least 4 minutes long.
The combined duration of the two pieces
must be at least 6 minutes.
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Component 3: Appraising (40%)
In the written exam, students will
demonstrate their understanding of the
musical elements, contexts and language
surrounding set works from the six areas of
study:
•
Vocal Music
•
Instrumental Music
•
Music for Film
•
Popular Music and Jazz
•
Fusions
•
New Directions
They will also demonstrate their ability to
apply this knowledge to unfamiliar works.
The paper comprises two sections: A and
B. In section A, students respond to three
questions related to the set works and
complete one melodic/rhythmic dictation
exercise. In section B, students write two
extended responses as essays. The first
requires students to draw links between
the set works and an unfamiliar extract
of music. The second is a choice of three
questions, the response to which will be an
evaluation of the use of the musical
elements, contexts and language of one
set work.

(Partnership for 21st Century Learning
[P21], 2015). As such, studying music
at A level can open doors to limitless
opportunities. However, it is a requirement
for undergraduate music study at
universities and conservatoires as well as a
well-respected alongside other options for
studying other degrees.
Typical career progressions could lead to a
job as a music therapist, musician, private
music teacher or school teacher, sound
technician, broadcasting/film/video roles,
arts administrator, broadcast engineer,
community arts worker, event manager,
radio broadcast assistant, radio producer or
theatre stage manager, to name just a few.

Where will it lead to?

According to the business community,
the ‘essential skills for success in today’s
world [are] critical thinking, problem
solving, communication and collaboration.’

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE English Language

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mrs Brown

Exam Board

AQA English Language

English Language is an academic course
with more than a few surprises. It is not a
more advanced course of GCSE English, but
a study and exploration of language itself. In
English Language we focus on language as
a living thing, a constantly evolving process
that provides a unique and insightful view
of people and society. Students who take
the course won’t take things for granted
– we aim to analyse the building blocks
of language and investigate the situations
that influence how we use it. The range
of language that we study is immense
because we focus on speech just as much
as writing – everything from text messages
and conversations in the street to written
legal documents and how Gordon Ramsay
controls his kitchen.
This is a rewarding course and will
appeal to thoughtful and perceptive
individuals looking for a new challenge. It
is compatible with practically any other
course, scientific or artistic. It is well
regarded by universities, and because the
course has both practical and analytical
content, it is suited to a wide range
of careers – journalist, writer, teacher,
barrister to name but a few.

Course outline

Across the course students will learn new
methods for language analysis. Students will
study a range of texts with a wide variety
of influences such as those from different
times, places or in different modes. The
course will also explore the ways children
acquire and develop language skills as
well as the way language has changed over
time and varies by region, ethnicity, gender
and age. Coursework takes the form of an
independent investigation in to a particular
aspect of language of the student’s choice.
Students will also create a piece of original
writing and write a commentary on the
creative process as part of their coursework.

Where will it lead to?

The course is especially suited to
journalists and people with an interest in
the media, those working in law or politics
and teachers. The nature of the course
means that it is practically suited to almost
any kind of career.

“English skills will help you in whatever walk of life you choose.”
24
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A Level

ENGLISH LITERATURE

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE English Literature

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mrs Brown

Exam Board

WJEC English Literature

English Literature opens up your mind.
It engages you in new situations, introduces
you to new people and invites you to
engage with new ways of thinking that you
might never come across in your everyday
real life.
You have to develop an opinion. You have
to develop your communication skills. You
have to engage with text in an intelligent
and thoughtful way.
The reason why Literature is still one of the
most highly regarded subjects to study is
that it isn’t easy but is rich in rewards.

Course outline

The English Literature course is divided in to
4 units, three of which are assessed through
examination. These comprise of a poetry
unit, a drama unit and an unseen unit (one
poetry and one prose). Texts studied for the
poetry component will be a single collection
of poetry pre-1918 such as The Merchant’s
Prologue and Tale by Gepffrey Chaucer. In
addition a pairing of two post-1918 poetry
collections are studied, for example The
Whitsun Weddings by Philip Larkin alongside
Mean Time by Carol Ann Duffy.
For the Drama component students will
study a Shakespeare play (such as Antony
and Cleopatra) and two further drama texts
studied as a pair (for example The Duchess
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of Malfi and A Streetcar Named Desire).
Students will prepare to be examined
on their ability to engage with unseen
texts. These examination is split in to two
sections: poetry and prose. The poetry
component will examine their ability to deal
with a poem from any period and explore
how language, imagery, form and structure
create meaning. In the prose sections they
will be given a choice of two extracts; one
extract will be taken from a prose text
published between 1880 and 1910 and the
other from the period between 1918 and
1939. In addition to the extract students
will be given a brief piece of contextual and
critical information to engage to add to their
understanding and exploration of the given
extract.
The coursework unit is a single essay
comparing two prose texts, one pre-2000
and one post-2000. These could be texts
such as Jane Eyre or Wide Sargasso Sea (pre2000), Atonement or Spies (post-2000).

Where will it lead to?

This qualification has been used in several
successful ways by former students who
have chosen to use it as a means to gain
a place on a range of courses of further
study, such as teaching, law and the
continued study of literature itself.
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“Over the course of the year you will encounter poetry, prose and drama.”
27

A Level

MATHEMATICS

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE Mathematics plus the
requirements for Pathway 1.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Wilson

Exam Board
AQA

Mathematics is a challenging and
interesting A level that is sought after in
higher ecucation and the workplace. It
builds on the topics met at GCSE and
develops the ideas further. Mathematics
helps us to describe the world around
us and is particularly suited to people
who enjoy problem solving, computation
and logical reasoning as well as proof.
A combination of pure and applied
Mathematics is studied.

Course outline

A level Mathematics is assessed through
three exams, all at the end of year 13. The
exams are two hours long each and equally
weighted. Paper 1 will assess key algebraic
topics such as proof, functions, sequences
and series, exponentials and logarithms,
differentiation, integration as well as
trigonometry and numerical methods. Paper
2 focuses on the study of mechanics, closely
related to Physics, with topics such as forces,

kinematics, moments and vectors. Paper
3 is based around the study of statistics,
probability, distributions and hypothesis
testing.

Where will it lead to?

Mathematics is a much sought after
qualification for entry into a wide variety
of full time courses in Higher Education.
There are also many areas of employment
that see a Mathematics A Level as an
important qualification and it is often a
requirement for vocational courses related
to these areas. Higher Education courses
or careers that list A Level Mathematics
as essential or highly desirable include:
Computing, Finance, Economics, Medicine,
Architecture, Engineering, Accountancy,
Actuary, Psychology, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics and Environmental Studies.

“Suited to people who enjoy problem solving,
computation and logical reasoning including proof.”
28
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A Level

GEOGRAPHY

“Do you have the desire to learn more about the world around you?”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE Geography or a related
humanities subject.

1

2

3

Course Leader

Mrs Cavilla Perkins

Exam Board
AQA

Do you suffer from Geosophy? This is
the desire to learn more about the world
around you. So, are you interested in
studying Geography further? You should be,
as Geography tackles BIG local, national and
global issues! The world in which we live is
likely to change more in the next 50 years
than ever before. Geography will explain
why, and prepare you for these changes.
The transferable skills that Geography
develops are an asset in the world of
work today. Geography is all about the
future, and encourages flexible thinking.
Geographers are good communicators, are
spatially aware, good at problem solving,
are well rounded flexible thinkers and are
computer literate.
This is achieved through a variety of
thinking skills, field visits, role play and
decision making activities and through
current affairs media.

Course outline

Over the two-year course you will gain a
solid grounding in both human and physical
geography within a multitude of integrated
geographical skills. The physical topic areas
studied are water/carbon cycles in context,
coasts, deserts and hazards. The human
topic areas studied are global systems and
global governance, changing places and
population and the environment. There
will be two exam components: Physical
Geography and Human Geography, both
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of which are two and a half hour exams
and each form 40% of the final grade. The
final 20% comes from the Geographical
Investigation which is completed individually
and based on the data collected in the field.
The 3-4,000 word investigation is internally
assessed and can relate to any area of the
specification of interest to the candidate.

Resources

Each student is provided with an AQA
textbook, in addition to this reading they
are encouraged to keep a log of wider
reading they complete from sources such as
Geography Review and National Geographic.
Students will expericence residential
fieldwork for 4 days. Previous locations
have included New York City, Venice, the
Lake District and the London Docklands.
The aim is to practise geographical skills.
Furthermore, to support students learning
experience we visit Cambridge University and
UEA for Geography themed lectures.

Where will it lead to?

Geography is compatible with all other
A Levels due to the wide variety of skills
and issues studied throughout the course.
Possible careers: Lawyer, British Antarctic
Survey Environmental Officer, Charity Work,
Diplomatic Service, Tour Guide, Journalist,
Teacher, Town Planner, Cartographer, Market
Researcher, Meteorologist, GIS, Storm
Chaser, Weather Person, News Reader... and
many more!

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

HISTORY

“History is not the story of strangers, aliens from a foreign
land, it is the story of us, had we been born a little earlier.”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 GCSE or above in History.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Miss Menhinick

Exam Board
AQA

History at Haverhill Community Sixth Form
gives you the chance to encounter diverse
characters, debate key issues and evaluate
a range of sources allowing you to build
your own substantiated judgements in
light of different historical interpretations.
Across the four units you will be given the
opportunity to make links and comparisons
between different aspects of the period
studied focusing on the connections and
complexities which influenced life. You will
be able to analyse and explain the causes
and consequences of historical events
and assess the significance of individuals,
groups, developments and ideas.

Course outline

Unit 1 - The Tudors: England, 1485–1603
(Worth 40% of A-Level.)
This is examined in one examination of 2
hours 30 minutes at the end of year 13.
Students will study Henry VII, Henry VIII,
Edward VI (Somerset and Northumberland),
Mary I, Elizabeth I focusing on domestic
and foreign policies, religion, economy and
rebellions.
This option allows students to study in
breadth issues of change, continuity, cause
and consequence in this period through the
following key questions:
•• How effectively did the Tudors restore and
develop the powers of the monarchy?
•• In what ways and how effectively was
England governed during this period?
•• How did relations with foreign powers
change and how was the succession
secured?
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•• How did English society and economy
change and with what effects?
•• How far did intellectual and religious
ideas change and develop and with what
effects?
•• How important was the role of key
individuals and groups and how were they
affected by developments?
Unit 2 - Revolution and dictatorship: Russia,
1917–1953 (Worth 40% of the A-Level.)
This is examined in one examination of 2
hours 30 minutes at the end of year 13.
This option provides for the study in
depth of the coming and practice of
communism in Russia. It explores concepts
such as Marxism, communism, Leninism,
and Stalinism, ideological control and
dictatorship. It also enables students
to consider issues of political authority,
the power of individuals and the interrelationship of governmental and economic
and social change.
Unit 3 – Historical Investigation: Personal
study. (Worth 20% of the A-Level.)
Historical Investigation on African American
Civil Rights ( Worth 20% of the A-Level)
This is examined through coursework made
up of a 3,500 word essay.
Pupils can pick a topic of their choice
to research and investigate a historical
question.

Where will it lead to?

The History department provides support
for sixth-form students by providing
them with an area to work, as well as
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additional resources pupils can consult to
help them with their studies. Employers
and universities, particularly those in the
Russell Group, find that History graduates
have the high-level thinking skills that
are often lacking in other students.
History graduates are particularly highly
sought after in the fields of academic
research, journalism, law, teaching, the
civil service, politics and government,

market research and advertising and
business. You might be surprised to hear
that Michael Palin, The Chemical Brothers,
Louis Theroux, Simon Mayo, Sting, Sacha
Baron Cohen (Ali G), Lord Sainsbury, Diane
Abbott MP, Lord Sebastian Coe and Gordon
Brown all studied History at university.
If you would like to study a diverse and
interesting course with excellent prospects,
History might be the subject for you.
33

A Level

SOCIOLOGY

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

A grade 6 GCSE or above in English.

1

2

“Sociology will help develop a deeper
understanding of the social world and explain
issues that directly affect the way you live.”

3

Course Leader
Ms Burns

Exam Board
AQA

Sociology A level comprises of two
compulsory units combining sociological
theory and methods with the study of
Education and the study of Crime and
Deviance. Two further optional units are
studied – Family and Households or Work,
Poverty and Welfare and Beliefs in Society
or Global Development. The course is
examined with 3 x 2 hour written exams at
the end of two years of study.

Course outline

The A level Sociology course is comprised
of two core units, which are Education and
Crime and Deviance. Theory and Methods in
Sociology are taught in both of these units.
Two further units are also studied which will
be Families and Households and Beliefs in
Society. All units are assessed at the end
of two years in three two hour exams with
sections that include short and extended
answers. Families and Households and
Beliefs in Society are assessed in the same
paper whilst the two core units have an exam
paper each.
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Resources

You will use course textbooks (which can
be accessed online), key research articles,
source materials and you will be expected
to use the wide variety of sociological
material that is on the internet, TV, radio,
newspapers and magazines.

Where will it lead to?

A qualification in Sociology has become an
important requirement for many ‘peoplefocused’ careers particularly Health Care,
Teaching, Journalism, the Police and Legal
professions, Social work, Public relations
and Personnel Management. Much of the
research into what is happening in our
society is carried out by people with a
sociological qualification and sociologists
are found in Local Government, the Civil
Service and advising the Prime Minister, his
government and the other major political
parties.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

PSYCHOLOGY

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE Science or Grade 6 in GCSE
Biology.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Maltby

Exam Board
AQA

Psychology is both an applied and academic
field that studies the human mind and
behaviour. Research in psychology seeks to
understand and explain thought, emotion,
and behaviour.
This is an exciting and demanding subject.
Students will follow the AQA specification
which has been designed to develop
breadth of knowledge, critical thinking skills
and an appreciation of the relationships
between different aspects of Psychology.
It will also develop the ability to design,
carry out and critically analyse experimental
research.

Course outline

A level Psychology
Compulsory content
1 Social influence
2 Memory
3 Attachment
4 Psychopathology
5 Approaches in Psychology
6 Biopsychology
7 Research methods
8 Issues and debates in Psychology

Optional

Option 2
12 Schizophrenia
13 Eating behaviour
14 Stress
Option 3
15 Aggression
16 Forensic Psychology
17 Addiction

Resources

You will be provided with course textbooks,
key research articles, source materials and
will be expected to use the wide variety of
material that is on the internet, TV, radio,
newspapers and magazines.

Where will it lead to?

Studying Psychology can lead into a wide
variety of careers including: research,
education, police service, marketing,
human resources, advertising, the
media, law, health care, social work,
sports training/coaching, psychotherapy,
childcare, mental health treatment,
performance enhancement, ergonomics
and many other areas affecting health and
daily life.

Option 1
9 Relationships
10 Gender
11 Cognition and development

36
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“Research in psychology seeks to understand and
explain thought, emotion, and behaviour.”
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma
in Information Technology
Minimum Entry Requirements

PATHWAY
1

2

3

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above
to include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Mr Wilson

Exam Board
Edexcel

BTEC IT Level 3 is a practical, “hands on”
course, which delivers a wide range of
learning experiences to students. We
believe it is highly relevant to students who
wish to progress in a variety of different
careers or education pathways. For those
students who wish to advance into IT
related fields, this course offers theory,
knowledge and opportunities to develop
practical skills.
For those students interested in studying
towards a career in ICT, this course is
considered to be an excellent foundation.
The units within the course can be tailored
to your specific interests and career
progression needs. Practical ICT skills are
highly valued in industry and this course will
give you ample opportunity to practice and
hone these skills.

Course outline

The course is completed over 2 years and
the qualification is a subsidiary Diploma. All
candidates must complete 3 units in the first
year and 6 units by the end of the second
year. Options are available depending on
student routes and capabilities.
The units covered are as follows:
• Communications & Employability Skills
• Computer Systems
• Information Systems
• IT Systems Analysis and Design
• Database Design
• IT System troubleshooting and repair
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Resources

The course provides a mixture of practical
and theoretical topics. Students will use
the latest software and applications from
Microsoft as well as cloud based tools.
We provide assignments based on ‘real
world’ scenarios to help you transfer your
skills to the workplace or future pathway to
career progression

Where will it lead to?

These qualifications are valued by
employers and higher education. Students
go into careers in many IT related
disciplines as technicians and technical
support and progress to professional status
in their chosen field.
If you want to get a job straight away you
could work in:
• IT System Helpdesks - E-Commerce Technical Support - Network Management
If you decide to go on to university you
could take a degree or BTEC Higher National
in subjects such as:
• Computing - Networking - Combined
Computing Degrees - Multimedia
Note: for University entrance you will also
need to have Maths A level Grade *A to B
for most courses

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk

“Teachers are passionate and well informed, able to give
you practical insight into the world of IT – how and why it is
used, the people who use it and the value it has for society
and your future.”
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A Level

FRENCH

“If you are interested in life in other countries in the European community
and the world at large this would be a good starting point!”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Minimum grade 6 in GCSE French.

1

2

3

Course Leaders
Miss Kirby-Smith

Exam Board
AQA

The study of modern languages will
help you to understand the language in
speech and writing and to communicate
confidently, as well as inform you about the
contemporary society and culture of the
countries studied. Such study itself can
provide a basis for degree level study as
well as being satisfying in itself.
Languages compatibility with other
disciplines, particularly Science, Business,
Art and Design and the Media make it an
ideal choice for many students.

Transfer meaning from French to English and
vice versa.
An interest in life in other countries
particularly in Europe would be a good
starting point for an A Level Languages
course.
You will need to be prepared to go to
France in order to develop your listening
and speaking skills.
Students will be expected to undertake
individual research for the topics covered.

Course outline

The course is especially suited to students
interested in a wide range of career
choices including; Finance, Law, Banking,
Politics, Teaching and Tourism and Leisure.
Languages have so much to offer everyone
and with new government directives this
will become even more of a necessity in
the future.

Your will be encouraged to:
Listen and respond to a variety of authentic
spoken sources.
Demonstrate flexibility when communicating
in both speech and writing.
Use appropriate registers in written
communication.
Manipulate the target language accurately
to organise facts and ideas, present
explanations, opinions and information in
both speech and writing.
Understand and apply the grammatical
system.
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Where will it lead to?
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A Level

BIOLOGY

“It allows you to develop analytical skills, investigative skills,
practical skills, as well as your biological knowledge.”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE Biology or Additional
Science plus the requirements for Pathway
1.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mrs Chipps

Exam Board
OCR

The A level Biology course covers a wide
range of topics, e.g. human physiology,
biochemistry, biodiversity and cellular
biology. The course provides a firm basis
for further study in many science-based
careers, but is also recognised as good
preparation for humanities subjects. The
course develops your analytical skills,
research skills, investigative skills plus your
biological knowledge.
Biology can support a number of degree
courses or professions such as nursing,
midwifery, law, medicine, veterinary science,
physiotherapy, conservation, biochemistry,
research science and journalism.

Course outline

The course is taught in six modules over 2
years and examined through three exams;
Biological processes, Biological Diversity and
Unified Biology. The six modules are:
Module 1: Development of practical skills in
biology
Module 2: Foundations in Biology
Module 3: Exchange and Transplant

Module 5: Communication, Homeostasis and
Energy
Module 6: Genetics, Evolution and
Ecosystems

Resources

Each student will be provided with resouces
which will contain the specifications of
the course, experiment sheets and activity
sheets for each topic. The course will be
supported by an online platform which will
contain an online textbook, homework,
activities and resources. They can purchase
a CGP revision guide which matches the
course at a cost of £6.00 should they wish.

Where will it lead to?

In the past students have continued
in Higher Education courses such as;
Nursing and Physiotherapy at Nottingham
University, Biochemistry at Birmingham,
UEA and Essex, Chemistry at York and
UEA, Law at UEA, Equine studies at Surrey,
Radiotherapy at Suffolk, Sports Science at
Bedford and Biology at Kent University and
Brighton University.

Module 4: Biodiversity Evolution and Disease

42
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A Level

CHEMISTRY

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

Grade 6 in GCSE Additional Science
or grade 6 in GCSE Chemistry plus
the requirements for Pathway 1.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mrs Chipps

Exam Board
AQA

A study of A Level Chemistry will deepen your
understanding of how the world works. You
will learn in depth about concepts such as
why we have colour, why life and biological
reactions are based around carbon and why
common substances such as water can be
so unusual. Chemistry is the central science
that links to Biology, Physics, Geography and
Maths. The course reinforces the principles
of Chemistry by using extensive practical
work to help explain important scientific
concepts. Chemistry is an excellent subject
to study because it develops methodical,
practical, analytical and problem solving
skills that are easily transferrable and highly
regarded by a wide range of employers.

Course outline

Chemistry consists of a variety of topics
based on three main areas: Physical
Chemistry, Organic Chemistry and Inorganic
Chemistry. Topics include atomic structure,
Kinetics, Thermodynamics and Organic
Synthesis. At the end of the two years the
students will complete three exams which will
be comprised of a mixture of multiple choice,

short and extended answer questions. Some
of these questions will be related to the
practical techniques covered in the course.

Resources

The course is supported by an online
textbook and accompanying study aids.
All course materials are published on the
school’s VLE and course specific revision
guides can be purchased through the
school. A lab book is provided to help
students record all their practical work and
provide the necessary evidence for the
practical endorsement.

Where will it lead to?

Many of our students have secured
university places reading Medicine,
Chemistry, Biochemistry and Chemical
Engineering. It can also act as an excellent
support subject for many university
applications. An A level in Chemistry can
lead to careers in a wide range of science
based industries.

“Chemistry is a valuable subject because it is a
prerequisite for many university courses.”

44
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A Level

PHYSICS

“This course will develop your essential scientific knowledge and understanding.”

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

A minimum of a grade 6 GCSE in Additional
Science or a grade 6 in GCSE Physics.
Students studying A Level Physics should
also study A Level Maths

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Inkson

Exam Board
AQA

Physicists explore the fundamental nature
of almost everything we know. They probe
the furthest reaches of the earth to study
the smallest pieces of matter. Join them
to enter a world deep beneath the surface
of normal human experience. The most
popular degree courses by students with
an A-level in Physics are Maths, Physics,
Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science
and Civil Engineering.

Course outline

The first year of A-level consists of 5 topics:
Measurements & Their Units, Particles &
Radiation, Waves, Mechanics & Energy and
Electricity. These will be assessed in Paper
1 at the end of the A-level course. This
accounts for 34% of the A-level.
The second year of A-level consists of 3 main
topics: Further Mechanics & Thermal Physics,
Fields and Nuclear Physics. These will be
assessed in Paper 2 at the end of the A-level
course. This accounts for 34% of the A-level.
There is also one optional topic taught in
the second year which is assessed in Paper
3 along with the students’ practical and data
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analysis skills. This will be based on the 12
practical experiments that the students will
carry out over the two year course. There is no
longer any coursework in this subject.

Resources

Students will have access to a digital
textbook for both years of the A-level.
They will also be able to access all of their
teachers’ resources, such as PowerPoints
and past exam papers, via the shared online
storage.
The course is supported by the website:
www.aqa.org.uk/physics.
We also have a selection of advanced Physics
textbooks available in our 6th form library.

Where will it lead to?

A Level Physics leads to a wide range of
careers. This includes Applied Physics,
Astrophysics, Geophysics, Material
Technology, Forensic Science, Engineering,
Meteorology, and Medical Physics. It also
complements intended careers in Medicine,
Mathematics, Computing, Finance, Law,
Accountancy and many more areas.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma in
Applied Science

PATHWAY
1

Minimum Entry Requirements

2

“This course covers a wide
range of topics including Human
Physiology, Biochemistry,
Microbiology and Energy.”

3

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Mr Inkson

Exam Board
Edexcel

The new BTEC Applied Science course covers
a wide range of topics. There are three
compulsory units and one optional unit.
Unit 1 is externally assessed by a written
examination and covers the Principles
and Applications of Science. Students will
look at key scientific concepts and the
written exam is in three parts covering
biology, chemistry and physics. Unit 2
covers Practical Scientific procedures and
techniques and is internally assessed.
Students study and are assessed on key
practical scientific skills including the use of
standard laboratory equipment.

Course outline

Unit 3 covers Scientific Investigation
skills and is assessed externally but is
not a written exam but a task set by the
exam board which is completed in school
under controlled conditions. The fourth
optional unit is internally assessed and
will be selected by the department to
reflect student interest and staff expertise.
Optional units are available in Human
Physiology, Biochemistry, Microbiology and
Energy. The full details of the optional units
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have yet to be released by the exam board
at present and full details will be given to
students once these have been released.

Resources

BTEC Level 3 in Applied Science is taught
within the Science department to allow
access to the practical equipment;
microscopes, dissection equipment,
colorimeter, titration and centrifuges. The
students will require frequent access to ICT
facilities for the research activities and the
completion of assessments.
Some of the course is teacher-led, for
example the practical tasks, but some
of the tasks are independent research
activities. Each student will be given a
course overview and assessment criteria
for each assignment. Resources will be
available on the VLE to supplement the
course.

Where will it lead to?

The BTEC Level 3 Applied Science course is
very useful for students who are pursuing a
college course in a science-based topic, an
apprenticeship or employment.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC LEVEL 3 Subsidiary in
Health and Social Care
Minimum Entry Requirements

PATHWAY
1

2

3

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Miss Aldous

Exam Board
Edexcel

The course is a natural progression on to a
multitude of University degrees. It is well
respected as much of what we learn on the
course is the foundation of social care, Health
and Early Years degrees.
Destinations last year included Paramedic
Science, Adult, Child Nursing, Midwifery,
Mental Health Nurse and Learning Disabilities
Nursing.
Some of our students last year chose to
follow an Employment route. Every student
who chose to follow this path was able to gain
a job in their chosen field. An example of
some of the roles were Health Care Assistant
Addenbrookes Hospital, Learning Support
Assistant, Early Years Support worker and
Learning Disabilities key worker.

ways. For some assignments you will be asked
to write a report but for others you will take
part in an activity and/or group presentation,
work in pairs to promote an area of health
education for younger children, create wall
displays and take part in a “Back in Time for
Tea” project at a local residential home.
You will need to do between 100-300 hours
work experience at different placements.
Last year, for example, students did this in
residential settings, schools, doctor surgeries,
peer mentoring, 1:1 academic support, primary
schools, support groups, a local hospice and
two local Hospitals.

Course outline

• Staff with extensive experience in the sector
ensuring you bet the contextual understanding
of what it takes to be a practitioner in the field.
• Every week students are able to book in for
1:1 tutorials and small study groups focussed on
a particular subject area.
• Placements are carried out throughout
the year and we ensure that you gain a wide
experience in different areas and age groups.
• We have a proven track record of excellent
results.

The course does not have any external exams
and is based upon you completing different
assignments with a variety of tasks that test
your ability to work to a deadline, present
to an audience, work in teams, develop
leadership and decision making skills through
leading projects and supporting younger
students and service users in the community.
On average there are 3 assignments per
unit. Units explore different subject areas
such as, communication, ethics, physiology,
psychology, sociology, safeguarding and
Health and Safety to name but a few. Each
assignment will be evidenced in different
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“It is well respected as much of what we
learn on this course is the foundation of
social care, Health and Early Years degrees. ”

Why choose Haverhill Community Sixth
Form to do your BTEC Health and Social
Care?

If you wish to discuss anything in more detail
do not hesitate to contact Miss Aldous or the
sixth form team.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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A Level

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PATHWAY

Minimum Entry Requirements

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

1

2

3

Course Leader
Mr Thompson

Exam Board
OCR

This is an exciting A Level that develops
knowledge, understanding and skills
relevant to physical education. Students
gain understanding of the scientific and
socio-cultural factors that underpin physical
activity, and demonstrate their ability as
either performer or coach.
The course is split into 4 units across the 2
years. Three units form the exam element at
the end of the course and are as follows:

Component 01: Physical factors affecting

performance.
Applied anatomy and physiology, exercise
physiology and biomechanics. Students gain
a deeper understanding of key systems in
the body and how they react to changes in
diet and exercise. They also study the effects
of force and motion on the body and how
they can be used to our advantage.

Component 02: Psychological factors

affecting performance.
Skill acquisition and sports psychology.
Students study the models and theories
that affect learning and performance in
physical activities, how different methods
of training and feedback work and why their
effectiveness differs from person to person.
They also explore the psychological factors
that affect group dynamics and the effects of
leadership and stress.

Component 03: Socio-cultural issues in

physical activity and sport.
Sport and society and contemporary
issues in physical activity and sport. This
component focuses on the social and
cultural factors that have shaped sports
over time, and their influences on physical
activity. Students consider the impact of
hosting a global sporting event such as
the Olympic Games, and the influence of
modern technology on both the performer
and the spectator of contemporary sport.
This final unit is assessed through a project
style written piece of coursework.

Component 04: Performance in physical

education.
Students are assessed in the role of
either performer or coach in one practical
activity. They are required to demonstrate
effective performance, the use of tactics
or techniques and the ability to observe
the rules and conventions under applied
conditions.
Students are also assessed in the
Evaluation and Analysis of Performance for
Improvement (EAPI). They observe a live or
recorded performance by a peer and provide
an oral analysis and critical evaluation of
their peer’s performance.

Develop the knowledge, understanding and skills relevant to physical education.
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma
in Sport
(Extended certificate -1 A Level )

PATHWAY

2

1

3

Minimum Entry Requirements

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Mr Thompson

Exam Board
Edexcel

The course is perfect for those who wish to
progress to university to study sport, enter
the profession of physical education or have
a passion to study it amongst their other
subjects. This is an excellent course for those
with a strong desire to develop knowledge
and understanding in sport and physical
education. You will study 7 units across the
two years which will be the equivalent to one
A level.
These are:
•
Anatomy and physiology
•
Physiology of fitness
•
Assessing risk in sport
•
Individual sports
•
Fitness training and programming
•
Fitness testing
•
Sports coaching
This is an exciting and challenging course
that will be taught through both theory
based classroom lessons and practical
sessions where you can apply your
theoretical understanding.
The UCAS points and grading criteria is
equivalent to all other A levels to support
your application to university.
In addition students can also achieve
coaching awards, leadership awards, first
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aid in sport along with paid coaching
opportunities in school and the community.
Many of our students progress to university
where they study Sports Science, Sports
Nutrition, Physiotherapy and Sports
Coaching or they embark on careers with
local or national sporting establishments.
Alternatively, some have gone onto
university with a different subject choice
and have achieved a bulk of their UCAS
points in this subject.

BTEC GRADE

UCAS POINTS

D* (distinction star)

56

D (distinction)

48

M (merit)

32

P (pass)

16

“Fulfil your academic potential and sporting ambitions.”

Where will it lead to?

Students may progress to a career in a
number of different areas within the Sports
Industry including coaching, PE teaching,
sport centre management, sports injuries
and sports administration, or progress to
university to take up sport science, sports
coaching or PE teaching.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma
in Public Services
Minimum Entry Requirements

PATHWAY
1

2

3

4 GCSE;s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include Grade 4 in GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Miss Tharby

Exam Board
Edexcel

Course outline

The BTEC Certificate has one core unit.
Unit 1: Government, Policy and the Public
Services.
Two further units will be studied.
Unit 5: Physical Preparation, Health and
Lifestyle for the Public Services
Unit 9: Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions.
Two core units are studied in Year 13
Unit 2: Leadership and Teamwork in the
Public Services
Unit 3: Citizenship, Diversity and the Public
Services

Assessment and Content

Students will be assessed through
coursework including practical work.
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The assignments have been designed to
include skills in analysis, evaluation and
presentation. Students will be given two
submission opportunities for each task. All
portfolios will be internally and externally
verified and standardised. There are trips
planned to enhance the course delivery
and a residential trip will be offered in
year 13. Due to this potential there are
additional costs involved; please speak to a
member of teaching staff about this.

Where will it lead to?

This qualification is targeted at learners
who would like to gain employment in
the public services sector and has been
developed to provide further training,
education and progression opportunities
within this sector. The qualifications
will develop learners’ abilities through
the knowledge and skills gained in
the programme and are suitable for
learners who would like to know more
about employment in uniformed or nonuniformed public services.

www.haverhillcommunitysixthform.co.uk

“To give learners the opportunity to develop a range of skills and techniques, personal skills
and attributes for successful performance in working life.”
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BTEC Level 3

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma
in Business
Minimum Entry Requirements

PATHWAY
1

2

3

4 GCSE’s or equivalent at Grade 4 or above to
include GCSE English or Maths.

Course Leader
Mr Wilson

Exam Board
Pearson

BTEC Business is a taught over 2 years and
is comprised of 6 units (4 compulsory and 2
optional from the 36 available), the course
is equivalent to 1 A level and covers a wide
range of business areas and will provide
students with opportunities to understand
how businesses work.

Compulsory units
1 –Business Environment

Covering types of business and the impact of
political, legal and social factors.

technologies, multimedia, social media and
online shopping Why choose BTEC Level 3
Subsidiary Diploma in Business?

The course

Business studies will provide you with an
opportunity to learn about a wide variety of
jobs within the business environment.
From Human resources, Project
management and accountancy to Marketing
and event organisation and help you plan
your next step.

2 – Business Resources

Where will it lead to?

3 – Marketing

Students have gone on to University, higher
level apprenticeships and work.

4 – Business communication

University – Recently students from
business have gone on to study finance, film
production, music production and business.

Covering Human resources and management.
Financial statements and resources and
technology in business.
Market research and the role of Marketing in
planning and development of a business.
Studying different types of communication
and the issues and constraints relating to
information.

Optional units
5 – Business accounting

Extending unit 2 to cover cash flow
forecasting, profit and loss and business
performance.

6 – Internet marketing

Business studies provides a wide gateway to
higher education and real jobs.

Higher level apprenticeships – Students
have continued their studies in the work
environment taking apprenticeships in
accountancy and finance.
Work – Students have successfully gained
employment in the banking industry.

Extending unit 3 to cover new marketing

“Students will study real-life work-based case studies and complete projects and assignments.”
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